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Abstract
Coherent peculiarities of X-ray bremsstrahlung radiation in particular polarization bremsstrahlung radiation (PB) and coherent traditional bremsstrahlung
radiation (BR) generated in fast multi-charge cluster interaction with a medium
one are considered. Some new coherent PB and BR eects connected with the
mutual screening in clusters contained positive and negative charged particles and
transformations of X-ray spectra are indicated that may be used in nano-object
diagnostic.
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Àííîòàöèÿ
Àíàëèçèðóåòñÿ îñîáåííîñòè êîãåðåíòíîãî ðåíòãåíîâñêîãî òîðìîçíîãî
èçëó÷åíèÿ ïðè âçàèìîäåéñòâèè ìíîãîçàðÿäíûõ íàíî-îáúåêòîâ - áûñòðîãî
è íåïîäâèæíîãî êëàñòåðîâ . Àíàëèòè÷åñêè èññëåäóþòñÿ ïîëÿðèçàöèîííîå
òîðìîçíîå èçëó÷åíèå (ÏÒÈ) áûñòðûõ çàðÿäîâ íà ýëåêòðîíàõ íåïîäâèæíîãî
êëàñòåðà è òðàäèöèîííîå òîðìîçíîå èçëó÷åíèå (ÒÈ) áûñòðûõ ýëåêòðîíîâ
íà òÿæåëûõ çàðÿäàõ ýòîãî êëàñòåðà.
Óêàçàíû ÏÒÈ- è ÒÈ-ýôôåêòû,
îáóñëîâëåííûå âçàèìíûì ýêðàíèðóþùèì äåéñòâèåì ðàçíîèìåííûõ çàðÿäîâ,
è òðàíñôîðìàöèÿ ñïåêòðîâ èçëó÷åíèÿ, ÷òî íåîáõîäèìî èñïîëüçîâàòü ïðè
äèàãíîñòèêå íàíî-îáúåêòîâ.

c Ãðèøèí Â.Ê., 2007
c ÍÈÈßÔ ÌÃÓ, 2007, http://www.sinp.msu.ru

1 Introduction
At present diverse kinds of matter with new structures are lively discussed. In particular, the special interest is caused by matters containing
various "macro - micro" objects as fullerenes, hetero-fullerenes, nanotubes,
composite structures and so on in connection with wide perspectives of their
application. Among others, note their extremely various probable using in
medicine, by development of superconducting materials, in motor oil industry etc. Such objects have large sizes (up to ten of nm) and complex
structures. Evidently, it is very important to discover and identify these
objects.
Like a single fast charge, fast multi-charge objects are participating in
bremsstrahlung processes of X-ray radiation in a matter. It is necessary to
note here two mechanisms of X-ray radiation by a fast charge which are
important for the following consideration: traditional bremsstrahlung radiation (BR) on atomic nucleus and polarizing bremsstrahlung radiation (PB)
on atomic electrons of the matter [1-3]. Therefore BR and PB observation
allows to obtain separately a dierent information about nuclei and electrons
distributions in interacting objects.
Besides, there are some additional facts. In general , X-ray radiation is
a dispersion of the electromagnetic eld of all the charges participating in
the emission process (see below). By virtue of opposite charges of electrons
and nuclei in complex clusters , some new eects appear in PB and BR.
So it is possible to expect a essential suppression of X-ray radiation in lowfrequency range, and here it can be shown only in a high-frequency range.
The suppression character must be directly connected with the interacting
particle distribution.
Finally, it is important to underline also that because of the average distances between particles in a fast cluster and a structured matter (including
a motionless cluster) are comparable, new coherent eects can be observed
in X-ray radiation processes. All the mentioned facts are very interesting for
possible applications to nano-structure diagnostics.

2 Analytical description of X-ray radiation
Now we want to present an analytical approach which is used below for
the description of X-ray radiation processes considered here.

2.1 Polarization bremsstrahlung radiation (PB)
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Figure 1: Scheme of multi-charge fast cluster (FC) and multi-charge matter
cluster (FC) interaction in X-ray radiation process.
As noted, polarizion radiation (PB), including its kinds, can be described
as a dispersion of own electromagnetic eld of a fast charge on matter electrons [1,3 § 33] . Consider a case when the fast cluster (FC) is interacting
with a matter cluster (MC), see Fig.1 where the geometry of this interaction
is illustrated. FC contains a nucleus with the positive charge e ZF C and
Ze electrons (in general ZF C 6= Ze ; in Fig.1 only one of FC electrons is
indicated; j = 1, 2, .., Ze ).
Here the Cartesian coordinates are used with the z axis parallel to FM
velocity ~v . The center of the Cartesian coordinates coincids with the point
where the FC nucleus is crossing MC . The summary FC electric eld is dispersed by each of matter cluster electrons , and photon with the frequency
ω is emitted in the (x, z) − plane under an angle ψ . Following known procedures [4,5], it is possible to receive the spectral- angular density of a coherent
PB energy

d2 Wω
e6
=
Fef f
(1)
dωdΩ
8 π m2 c3 v 2
where Wω is the spectral radiation density with the frequency ω in an
element d Ω of the solid angle. Factor
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Fef f =
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 0 
v2
<
|
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(2)

s=1

~0 , is the radiation unit
where ZM C is the number of MC electrons, n
vector.
~ s is the spectral amplitude of the summary FC electric eld
Vector E
calculated for the frequency ω in the point ~rs for each MC electron.
The summary FC electric eld is a sum of FC particle elds
~FC = E
~ (ZF C ) −
E

Ze
X

~ j)
E(e

(3)

j=1

The electric eld of each FC particle can be presented as a wave package
termed as the package of virtual photons [6,7]. The electric eld cross component (only eld cross component, which is axial-symmetric with respect
to the fast particle trajectory, is indicated below due to an action of the eld
axial component is much less) has Fourier's component

Eω = G ζ K1 (ζ)/(π b v) ;

ζ = (ω b)/(γ v)

(4)

where b is the perpendicular distance from particle trajectory (i.e. it
is impact parameter with respect to a MC electron), G = −e for the FC
electrons, and G = e ZA for the FC nucleus, K1 is modied Hankel's function, γ is relativistic factor of the cluster particles. We propose that the FC
velocity is much more than the velocities of particle relative movements in
this object.
The quantity Eω remains approximately constant up to ζ ' 1, and then
it sharply decreases. Wave vectors in the package are ~kω = ~v ω/v 2 where
the unit vector ~n is directed along the z axis.
The vector ~qω = k~0 ω − ~kω . Here k~ω0 is the wave vector of the real photons
emitted along ~n, (~qω ~rs ) = q1 xs + q3 zs where

q1 = ω sin ψ/c

q2 = 0 ,

q3 = ω(1 /v − cos ψ/c)

(5)

Brackets <> in relation (2) mean averaging over the spatial distribution of
MC electrons.
Note eld description (1) is corresponding to a charge motion in the
vacuum. In a matter, eld is undergoing some changes due to a screening
action by the matter. But let us be limited to a case of poorly relativistic
particles in the fast cluster (that is very natural for heavy nuclei) when the
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relativistic factor γ of FC particles and region of radiation frequencies ω
satisfy to condition ω 2 > γ 2 ωo2 where ωo is the plasma frequency of matter
( ~ ωo ' 30-40 eV). In this case the screening action is reduced.
Then in dipole approximation (we take in account that dispersed phonon
energies exceed the binding energies of matter electrons essentially) the factor
Fef f of the coherent PB is determined as
2
2
2
Fef f = Zef
f So cos ψ

(6)

Zef f = (ZF C − Ze Φe )

(7)

2
 Z∞ Z∞ Z∞ x sin(q x) cos(q z)
x
z
So =
ζ
K
(ζ)
ρ
(~
r
)d~
r
cos2 ψ
1
x2 + y 2

(8)

where

−∞ −∞ −∞

with d~r = dx dy dz , and

ζ =

ω

p

x2 + y 2
.
γv

(9)

Factor Φe in relation (7) is a result of averaging over all the positions of
FC electrons. At rst approximation, proposing that the cluster electron
distribution is spherically symmetric with respect to the cluster nucleus, we
obtain
1
(10)
Φe =
(1 + (q1 RF C /3)2 )2
where RF C is the mean radius of the fast cluster electron distribution. Finally, ρ( ~rs ) is the MC electron density distribution 1 .

2.2 Bremsstrahlung radiation(BR)
The same method of virtual photons is rather useful to description of
ordinary bremsstrahlung radiation (BR) (by the way, this approach has a
big "age" [8]) and realization of a comparative analysis. Following to [3],
BR by the fast charge on a nucleus is a dispersion (in own system K 0 of
~ ) of electromagnetic
reference for the fast charge with correction ~v −→ −v
0
eld of nucleus by charge which in the K system has no propagation velocity.
1

Here we are applying a continuous distribution as a result of averaging over motions
of matter electrons. Besides, we neglect an incoherent PB component which is relatively
small in multi-particle systems.
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Thus BR in the K 0 system is described by the "inverse" formulas for
BR (F C −→ M C). In particular, returning to the laboratory coordinate
system K we see two important facts: screening eect by MC electrons and
traditional narrowing of BR radiation cone. The latter is described by the
formula
sinψ 0
sinψ =
(11)
γ (1 + v cosψ 0 /c)
where ψ and ψ 0 are the radiation angles in K and K 0 systems.

3 Results and Discussion
The analytical description obtained allows to carry out a versatile consideration of discussed radiating processes. We can note some important
moments. Dierent particles are participating in PB and BR processes: in
PB - all the charges of fast cluster and only the matter cluster electrons,
in BR - all the matter cluster charges and only the fast cluster electrons.
Therefore in both PB and BR are observed a complex dependence of the
mutual electrons-nucleus charge screening in both clusters on the emitted
photon energies. However it is possible to see dierent screening eects in
PB and BR processes. So Fig.2 is presented the dependence of main PB
parameter
2
2
Zef
f = (ZA − Ze Φe )
on the photon energy. We see the full charge suppression in the low photon
energy at ZA = Ze when Φe → 1. The same eect can be noted in BR, but
it is created by all the MC charges (see also [ 3, § 28]). Note also, that BR
and PB relative contribution in a total X-ray yield depend on the radiation
angle. So coherent PB and BR have minima at ψ = π/2 and ψ 0 = π/2,
respectively. But in the whole, BR prevails for small angles while PB becomes
dominant for the big angles of an emission including the back hemisphere.
Total contribution of all the factors in PB is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note
here is manifested also that the quantity of Fef f depend on both longitudinal
and cross distribution of particles. Their contributions are determined by two
parameters: longitudinal and cross lengths Llong = π/q3 and L⊥ = π/q1 ,
respectively.
Thus the consideration performed is conrming that PB and BR can be
used for versatile study of nano-object structure.
The author is very thankful to N. N. Nasonov and N.F.Shulga for helpful
discussions of the obtained results. The present work was supported by
grants of President of Russian Federation "Science School", N 5365.2006.2
and RFBR, NN 05-02-17648, 06-02-16714.
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Figure 2: Mutual charge screening in clusters interaction for dierent en2
2
ergies of PB photons. Zef
f = (ZF C − Ze Φe ) is the square of the eective charge number of fast cluster in PB. Nucleus charge ZF C = 6, electron number Ze = 5, 6, 7, respectively, ψ = π/4, RF C = 0.05 nm. Limit
2
2
Zef
f −→ ZF C = 36 at Eω ≥ 20keV . Ranges Eω < 2−3keV for Ze = ZF C
and Eω < 5, keV for Ze = ZF C + 1 are zones of coherent PB suppression.
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Figure 3: Inuence of screening eect on factor Fef f (arb. un.) for dierent charge state of fast cluster in dependence on photon energy. Faster
cluster - atom and ion of carbon C (ZF C = 6), matter cluster - silicon atom Si (ZM C = 14). Curves 1,2,3,4 correspond to carbon state
C +3 , C +1 , C 0 , C −1 , respectively. Here γ = 1.1, ψ = p/4.
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